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I’m working 
on a compiler!



I’m writing a 
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I work at 
Google



Problems
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CS239, Lec 1, Spring 2008
MW 12-1:50pm
Boelter 9436

Title:  Programming Language Design Laboratory

Instructors:  Todd Millstein and Alan Kay

Description:

This seminar will explore the principles and practice of 

programming language design, with a goal toward 
investigating better (more expressive, easier to learn, 

easier to extend, more reliable) ways to program than 

current approaches.  The course will include readings of 

technical papers and discussions about interesting and 

unusual language designs, both historical and from the 

current research literature.  For the main work of the 

course, students will work in groups to design, 
implement, and possibly formalize their own language or 

software development tool.
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Why Optimize for 
Simplicity?

get something working quickly 

easier to modify / extend it / …  
(try out different design decisions) 

can always optimize later,  
if and when necessary

(good advice in general)
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Approach
Students get experience with several 
prototyping styles & techniques: 

interpreters 

source-to-source translators 

embedded / internal DSLs 

By “prototyping” some PLs that they 
already know: functional, OO, logic, …

(“Multi-paradigm Henderson”) 



Undergrad PLs Course 
“Under the Hood”

Students get a deeper understanding 
of things like: 

Closures 

Classes and dynamic dispatch 

Prolog-style search and unification 

…



Our Framework
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Provide instant gratification  
whenever possible  

Avoid unnecessary friction 
(no “command-line bullshittery”)
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Principles

Provide instant gratification  
whenever possible  

Avoid unnecessary friction 
(no “command-line bullshittery”)



The Framework in 
Lectures 

(worlds demo)



Results
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ever!

Excerpts from 
Course Evaluations

Awesome 
course!

Really awesome 
course!

Excellent course, 
among the best I’ve 

ever taken.

Eye-opening and 
transformative.

I finally 
understand how 
closures work!

I think the tools provided were 
extremely helpful. […] They got me 
to not be afraid of hard topics and 
approach them in a casual and fun 
way, instead of being burdened by 

consoles, compilers, and debuggers.

the interface that 
professor warth made 
for the homework was 
genius and amazing.

The assignments were great.  
And I really mean top notch.  
Well structured, […], good 

coverage of different language 
paradigms and implementation 

strategies, and rich enough features 
but without anything to distract 

from the main point of the project.

Homeworks / projects were 
some of the most 

interesting and fun 
projects that I have done in 
my undergraduate career.
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Extra-Credit 
Projects



Jacob Sharf
(3rd year undergrad)

introduce x, y 

such that x + y * y = 7 

in x / y



Andrew Lai
(3rd year undergrad)

Prolog Visualizer



Results 
(Discussion)





Next Steps…







What about other 
classes?

Algorithms? 

Intro to programming? 

… for college students 

… for high-school students 

… for middle-school students?



[Bret Victor, CUSEC ’12]



[Ou et al., CHI ’15]



A Call to Action
The Live Programming / PX community 
has a chance to make a huge 
difference in the classroom! 

Consider applications of our 
research to educational programming 
environments 

Better yet, let’s build educational 
environments and languages



One last thing:  
 

Interested in teaching 
this class at your 

university? 
 

Come talk to me!


